making a mesh of our world

welcome to the new face of sharing
21
THE PHONES ARE TAPPED.

BETTER TALK AT THE PUB.

The One and Only
NEWCASTLE BROWN ALE

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF DARK
where access trumps ownership
Global population:

- **Today**: 7.11 billion people
- **2050**: 9.6 billion people
climate change

NEW CHALLENGES. NATURE BATS LAST.
EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED
technology — smaller in size and price

removing friction of sharing. creating new kinds of marketplaces.
RECESSION

DEPRESSION!

PUB SESSION?!
unused value = waste
identify excess capacity
(it’s all around us)
IF YOU PARK HERE TONIGHT YOUR CAR WILL BE RECYCLED
meanwhile...
3SPACE WIMBLEDON SW19
BUSINESS HUB FOR START-UPS AND NON-PROFITS
My ride is your ride
Share a ride with someone awesome. Download the free app and catch a ride today.
private homes
Find a place to stay.
Rent from people in over 34,000 cities and 192 countries.

Where do you want to go? Check in  Check out  1 Guest  Search

Neighborhood Guides
Not sure where to stay? We've created neighborhood guides for cities all around the world.

New York  London  Paris
500,000 listings

8.5 million total guests

Peak night summer 2013

175,000 people

65,000 people paid for *All* their Airbnb trips with their Airbnb host earnings
CITIES
platforms of
sharing
softecture. re. meanwhile. belonging. access is the currency.
OPEN cities. communities. city gov.

DATA IS THE GATEWAY EXTENDS PERIPHERAL VISION. IGNITES ECOSYSTEMS
Get the best route, every day, with real-time help from other drivers.

Download

Waze is the world's fastest-growing community-based traffic and navigation app. Join other drivers in your area who share real-time traffic and road info, saving everyone time and gas money on their daily commute.
resilience = responding to unexpected together
heart of innovation: culture of generosity
Stop buying.
Start sharing.

Give and get free stuff.

Available on the App Store
(415) 226-9696
Text me a link
You've just had an accident.
If you can read this...
make little mistakes early
If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together.
— African Proverb
lisa gansky
@instigating
meshing.it